
Name: Atkor Kes 
Species: Deshade 
Height: 2.2 Meters 
Eyes: Black 
Skin color: Olive Green 
Age: 35 Years 
 

Description 
Atkor is a towering figure, standing at 2.2 meters tall. Green skin stretches across clearly 
defined muscle mass, the effect of years of training and getting stronger. His features are 
hardened due to years of working, his face most often seen with a neutral frown. Lacking hair, 
Atkor has several scars that can clearly be seen on his face and head. Black eyes see more 
than his large, sharp toothed mouth speaks. 
 
His clothing is casual and basic when working on the farmhouse, often sporting patches of dirt 
or sweat. Holes are patched as often as needed, and it’s clear that he’s had his clothing for 
quite awhile.  
 
When hunting targets with his mercenary work, Atkor has a much more practical set of armor, 
fully covering his arms and legs. A plain, dark cape attaches at his shoulders, a hood drawn up 
over his face.  
 
 
 
 

Life 
Raised as a mercenary on Coruscant, Atkor quickly showed that he planned to excel to the 
highest ranks possible in his work. He was often paid to take out force sensitive targets, like 
many of his species before him. By his teenage years, he had climbed to the highest position 
possible for someone of his age and experience.  
 
However, a job he was given with a partner quickly knocked that plan out from under him. His 
partner had planned to betray him all along, and Atkor narrowly escaped, fleeing the planet in 
search of somewhere a little less crowded.  
 
Aliso seemed like a perfect place to settle, and Atkor had a farmhouse built, and began to have 
creatures from other planets brought in as an attempt to start a cover business as a breeder and 
seller of different mounts and animals. The speed in which his business sprang up looked to 
some as though he was receiving funds and materials from someone else, though no one could 
be certain whether that came from contacts off world, or perhaps a past employer on Aliso itself.  
 
While at one point, Atkor wasn’t choosey with the jobs he took, after being betrayed and almost 
killed by a light side user of the force, he’s developed a bit of a bias against Jedi and other light 



force users. He’s got no problem with jobs from the force users of Aliso, however, as they seem 
to be either non force user targets, or light side force users. It’s a win win for him to be situated 
on such a planet. 
 

Personality 
Atkor is generally quiet, and doesn’t spend a lot of time speaking. He prefers to let his work 
speak for him, whether that’s the top quality mounts he sells, the training he provides, or the kills 
he provides.  
 
His experiences and life lessons have left him decently paranoid, though he does his best to 
hide this. He feels most comfortable at home, though doesn’t mind travelling as long as it’s for 
work.  
 
Despite his large size, Atkor has a fairly gentle nature when not doing mercenary work. His 
animals trust him and he treats them with kindness, knowing that positive reinforcement has a 
less likely chance of the creature turning on their new owners once they’re sold. He’s well aware 
of his size and strength, and has grown excellent at keeping this in mind when interacting with 
others.  

Aspects 
Gentle Giant 
Though not lacking in the strength department, Atkor knows when to use his strength and when 
to be careful with it. He does not needlessly destroy things, and takes caution when doing things 
like shaking hands or going through doorways not built for his height.  
 
I can fix that 
If it has an electronic circuit or gears, Atkor thinks he can fix it; everything from holopads to 
starships. To Atkor, even the most random assortment of scraps from a junkyard can be used to 
create something useful. he has a knack for fixing things that are broken, and his confidence in this 
ability borders on arrogance, and if he fails to fix something, he is prone to fits of anger and 
annoyance. 
 
Lone Wolf 
Atkor doesn't like to work in groups or teams and feels most comfortable on his own. Atkor sticks to 
himself, sets his own pace, and doesn't share feelings or emotions with others. While the Lone Wolf 
can get things done quietly and efficiently, he tends to be emotionally cut off and has problems 
relating to his comrades. 
 
My fees are high for a reason 
Atkor does not charge a high price because he has to pay for a life of luxury; he charges a high price 
because he knows that he is the best in the game and worth the credits. Those who do not know 
Atkor will feel he is gouging them, but those who have seen him in action know that he always 
delivers. This bravado follows Atkor around and builds on the success of completed jobs and can be 
off-putting to other Mercenaries that will try and lash back by pointing out his failures. 
 



Straight Shooter 
Atkor tells it like he sees it, when he thinks it; and he doesn't try to sugarcoat what he says. 
 
Showoff 
If there’s a chance for Atkor to show off his strength, he’ll usually take it. Whether it’s lifting 
something heavy for someone or accepting the challenge of a fight from a much smaller target, he 
takes great pride in the strength he’s worked to achieve and won’t hesitate to put others in their 
place should they challenge him.  
 
 


